10 volunteers
────
5 countries:
Armenia Egypt
│ Estonia
France

│

Italy

────
1 month
────
Szeged
Hungary

15TH JULY –
15TH AUGUST

2018
LANGUAGE
AND CULTURAL
CHALLENGE!

TEACHING ENGLISH
────
INTERCULTURAL
EXPERIENCE
────
MAKING NEW
FRIENDS
────
HAVING FUN

THE PROJECT

The project aims to
involve 10 participants
from 5 countries to
execute and moderate
2 intercultural camps
for local young people,
where they can use
English and learn
about our volunteers’
cultures. Volunteers

Week
1

getting to
know each
other and
Szeged
on-arrival
training

preparation
for the
English camp

Week
2&3

organising
and leading
the camps
teaching
English in
creative nonformal ways

introducing
your own
culture

Week
4

discussing the
execution of
the camps
giving and
receiving
feedback

selfassessment

will organise the camps using various non-formal education methods in order to practice
English and promote interculturalism. The activities will include games, sports, cooking – and
anything that can be used to create a fun and useful week for the participating teenagers!

THE LOCATION

What you need to know about Szeged…
Located 160 km from Budapest, Szeged is a regional centre in the South Plain Region of
Hungary, and the third biggest town of the country with approximately 160,000
inhabitants. It is often referred to as The City of Sunshine in Hungary, as on average, it
receives the biggest number of sunlit hours a year.
Szeged offers a lot of places like museums, cinemas and pubs, and the vibrant
atmosphere attracts more and more tourists every summer.
The University of Szeged is among the best in the
country, and with its 30,000 students, it contributes
significantly to Szeged’s youthful picture.
And about Talentum Foundation…
Talentum Foundation is a regional volunteer centre coordinating local and
international volunteers, plus we organise trainings in the topic of labour market
preparation, museum volunteering, hospital volunteering and elderly care.

GOOD TO KNOW
Food & Accommodation
A weekly food allowance of 37.5 EUR is given to each volunteer.
During the camps, volunteers eat with the participants of the
camp.
Accommodation is provided in a university dormitory located 15
minutes on foot from the office where most of the activities take
place. Each room has more than one bed, volunteers will share
single-gender rooms.
Travel
Transport tickets will be reimbursed upon arrival.
Pocket money
Each volunteer receives 160 EUR pocket money
at the beginning of the project.
Insurance
All EVS participants are covered by CIGNA
insurance.

WHO ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

The ideal candidate is…
• communicative & sociable
• responsible & reliable
• enthusiastic about working with
teens
• fluent in English
• between ages 18–30

